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Overview
Agenda
‣

What you can do with Eelbrain

‣

How easy it is

‣

How to get started

Eelbrain in the Python eco-system
Tutorial manuscript
Components of Eelbrain
‣

Time-series data

‣

Deconvolution

‣

Visualization

‣

Mass-univariate statistics
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Eelbrain: toolkit for deconvolution analysis
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Eelbrain in the Python eco-system
•

•
•
•
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Export to other
platforms

•

Univariate statistics

•

Machine learning (e.g.
classi cation)

EEG/MEG data I/O
Preprocessing
Many analysis tools
Eelbrain
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

fi

fi

NumPy

N-dimensional
array class
Optimized array
operations

SciPy

N-dimensional time series data
Deconvolution
High-level visualization
Mass-univariate statistics

Extends NumPy for
scienti c
applications (linear
algebra, signal
processing, image
processing, …)

…
•

•

Low-level plotting
functions

Notebook
environment

Tutorial: manuscript with code
Tutorial for using Eelbrain with the Alice
EEG dataset
https://github.com/Eelbrain/Alice/discussions/2
‣
‣
‣

Introduces deconvolution analysis and
demonstrates several applications
Analysis of the Alice audiobook listening EEG
dataset
Source code from raw data to figures:
https://github.com/Eelbrain/Alice

Get the manuscript!
‣

Tell us how to improve it

‣

Ask questions on GitHub
- On the Alice data/analysis: https://github.com/
Eelbrain/Alice/discussions
- On Eelbrain: https://github.com/
christianbrodbeck/Eelbrain/discussions
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Abstract
Even though human experience unfolds continuously in time, it is not strictly linear; instead, it
entails cascading processes building hierarchical cognitive structures. For instance, during
speech perception, humans transform a continuously varying acoustic signal into phonemes,
words, and meaning, and these levels all have different, interdependent temporal structures.
Deconvolution analysis has recently emerged as a promising tool for disentangling
electrophysiological brain responses related to such complex models of perception. Here we
introduce the Eelbrain Python toolkit, which makes this kind of analysis easy and accessible. We
demonstrate its use, using continuous speech as a sample paradigm, with a freely available EEG
dataset of audiobook listening. A companion GitHub repository provides the complete source
code for the analysis, from raw data to group level statistics. More generally, we advocate a
hypothesis-driven approach in which the experimenter specifies a hierarchy of time-continuous
representations that are hypothesized to have contributed to brain responses, and uses those
as predictor variables for the electrophysiological signal. This is analogous to a multiple
regression problem, but with the addition of the time dimension. The deconvolution analysis
decomposes the brain signal into distinct responses associated with the different predictor
variables by estimating a multivariate temporal response function (mTRF), quantifying the
influence of each predictor on brain responses as a function of time(-lags). This allows asking
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Tutorial with code: Auditory TRFs
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Design
Easy to install
‣

Using Anaconda distribution (download the GUI installer)

‣

Single command to install all libraries you need with an environment file:
$ conda env create --file=environment.yml

Well documented
‣

Command reference

‣

Code examples

Open source
‣

GitHub: https://github.com/christianbrodbeck/Eelbrain
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Documentation
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Examples
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Design
Design principles
‣

Analysis is script-based: completely reproducible

‣

Concise, high-level commands

‣

Focus on outcome, not implementation

Examples
‣

Automatic handling of sensor positions for head-maps

‣

Meaningful indexing
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Code Examples

Time-series representations
Represent data with
different dimensions
‣

Time

‣

Sensors (EEG, MEG)

‣

Frequency (e.g., of a
spectrogram)

‣

…

Keeps track of metainformation for you
‣

EEG sensor positions

‣

Samplingrate

‣

…
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Deconvolution
Boosting algorithm
‣

Boosting algorithm for estimating sparse mTRFs
- Coordinate descent
- Early stopping based on cross-validation to prevent over-fitting

‣

Can handle
- Large numbers of predictors
- Correlated predictors

Built-in k-fold cross-validation
‣

Cross-validated predictive power with one command

‣

Data partitioning based on trials or continuous time

‣

Retrieve results from different folds as independent estimates
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Statistics
Mass-univariate statistics
‣

Permutation tests for multiple comparison correction
- Max-statistic (Nichols & Holmes, 2002)
- Cluster-mass based correction (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007)
- Threshold-free cluster enhancement (Smith & Nichols, 2009)

‣

Works with arbitrary dimensions

‣

Currently available tests:
- One-sample, independent and related t-tests
- Pearson correlation
- ANOVA (fixed, repeated measures, mixed, nested)
- Two-stage tests for arbitrary linear models

Basic univariate statistics
‣

ANOVA, t-tests, …

‣

Export to R, …
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Extends to source localization
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With MNE and boosting
‣

Example: Brodbeck et al., 2021

Joint source localization and mTRF
estimation
‣

With Neuro-Current Response Functions
(Das et al., 2020; https://github.com/
proloyd/neuro-currentRF)

P. Das et al.
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Thank you!
If you’re interested:
‣

Download the Eelbrain tutorial preprint: https://github.com/Eelbrain/Alice/discussions/2

‣

Download the Alice dataset and analysis code: https://github.com/Eelbrain/Alice
- Reproduce our results
- Find new, better predictors for the EEG responses

‣

Ask questions on GitHub Discussions: https://github.com/Eelbrain/Alice/discussions

‣

Help us make the tutorial better!
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